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WSD: strong AI or weak AI?

• Strong AI: mimic  

human processing

• Both structurally and 

functionally

– Ape whatever the 

human does

• Weak AI: capture only 

the functionality of 

human processing

• Has been very 

successful in many 

tasks at which 

humans are good

However, consistently reported 

low accuracy for WSD 



A TAXONOMY OF WSD APPROACHES: 

ALL WORDS GENERAL PURPOSE ACCURACY HOVERS AROUND 60%
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Parameters:

similarity with 

context words

Parameters:

Sense Distributions

Co-occurrence Statistics

Preferred in multilingual

multi-domain scenarios

Preferred in scenarios

where high accuracy is 

desired



Should we change the 

approach?
• Maybe WSD should be done the way 

humans disambiguate?

• Study human cognitive process involved in 

doing sense disambiguation



*Paper titled “A Study of the Sense Annotation Process: Man v/s Machine” published in GWC 2012



Human Cognition in Sense Annotation

• What are the cognitive sub-processes associated with 
the human sense annotation task?

Lexicographer’s Difficulty

• Which classes of words are more difficult to 
disambiguate and why?

Questions





Fixation

• Eye pause at a certain spot

• First data point

• Where someone is focusing,  for how long and possibly 
why

Saccades

• Second data point

• Eye gaze movement from one position to another

Scan Path 

• Combination of fixations and saccades 



Most comfortable technique to measure gaze based on infrared light A bit more complicated way to measure gaze using electric potential around

the eye.

The eye tracking glasses are used for broad range of mobile eye tracking

studies.

The ergonomic chin rest eye tracking device for high speed and accurate

measurements with a large visual field.

Image courtesy: www.smivision.com



Sense Tagging 
of Corpus files

Use in WSD

Corpus Pane

Synsets Pane

Assumes one 
sense per 

discourse for 
faster tagging



• 2000 words used for experimentation

• Analysis done on data for open class words 
(nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives)

• Data from 6 lexicographers (3 skilled, 3 unskilled) 
collected

• Annotators used Sense-marker tool for tagging 
the word senses

• Gaze patterns analyzed



An example of eye movement 

during sense marking

America: USA or North

America?

“USA” sense

“North America”

sense

Note: Ball size indicative of the fixation time; lines are saccades 



Gloss Matching: The lexicographer then scans the wordnet candidate senses 
of the word for synset words and gloss to map their hypothesis to one of the 

senses

Clue-word Searching: Consequently he/she looks for contextual clues around 
the word to narrow down on 1 or at most 2 of the initial hypotheses

Hypothesis Building: During annotation, the lexicographer makes 
initial hypotheses regarding meaning and domain of a word

Ttotal = Thypo+Tclue+Tgloss

*as discussed with the lexicographers, arguably our

Most important contributionn

(Thypo)

(Tclue)

(Tgloss)



Lexicographer Time Taken (seconds)

Thypo Tclue Tgloss Ttotal

Skilled 0.33 0.74 1.16 2.24

Unskilled 0.74 1.56 4.44 6.75

Time taken for verbs by lexicographers (examples)

Time variations between skilled and unskilled lexicographers

Word
Degree of 
polysemy

Unskilled lexicographers 
(seconds)

Skilled lexicographers 
!(seconds)

Thypo Tclue Tgloss Ttotal Thypo Tclue Tgloss Ttotal

लाना (laana – to 
bring)

4 0.63 0.8 5.2 6.63 0.31 1.2 1.82 3.3

करना (karanaa –
to do)

22 0.9 1.42 2.2 4.53 0.5 0.64 1.14 2.24

जताना (jataanaa
– to express)

4 0.7 2.45 5.93 9.09 0.25 0.39 0.62 1.19



Time taken for different POS categories for skilled (A-C) and 
unskilled (D-F) lexicographers



Ontology

Average of Time 

Taken

No. of 

words

घटनासूचक (Event) 1.870816444 11

अनैच्छिक क्रिया (Verbs of Non-volition) 2.59201 1

अवस्थासूचक क्रिया(Verb of State) 4.403871355 77

शारीररक काययसूचक bodily action 4.97281795 40

कर्यसूचक क्रिया (Verb of Action) 5.376058091 11

पे्ररणाथयक क्रिया (causative verb) 5.635743 5

संपे्रषणसूचक (Communication) 5.895843818 11

अधिकारसूचक (Possession) 6.00231725 9

पररवतयनसूचक (Change) 6.517663706 17

ववनाशसूचक (Destruction) 8.7992645 3

होना क्रिया (Verb of Occur) 12.06406657 7

भौततक अवस्थासूचक (Physical State) 13.4773335 2

तनरंतरतासूचक क्रिया (Verbs of Continuity) 17.896006 2

काययसूचक (Act) 20.2321495 2

र्ानससक अवस्थासूचक (Mental State) 74.698983 1

Grand Total 5.896812948 199



Cognitive sub-processes for Sense Annotation

• Three stages: Hypothesis building, clue-word searching and gloss 
matching

Skilled v/s unskilled lexicographers

• Unskilled Tgloss >> Tclue

• Skilled Tgloss ~ Tclue, ; latch on to the POS quickly

Maximum annotation time for verbs

• High degree of polysemy

• Senses are fine-grained

• In some cases the hypothesis does not match the candidate senses

Adverbs and Adjectives

• Annotation time comparable to nouns

• Adjective and adverbs’  proximity to the noun helps



✓Sense annotation process can be divided into 3 stages: 
Hypothesis building (Thypo), Clue-word searching (Tclue) and gloss 
matching (Tgloss)

✓The theory can be verified by analyzing the gaze patterns

✓Skilled lexicographers annotate the words faster

✓have knowledge about the senses of a word (significantly 
reducing the time Tgloss)

✓Verbs take the highest time among the POS categories given the 
high degree of polysemy and lack of exact senses

✓Adverbs and adjectives are easier to annotate given their 
position near a verb or a noun

✓Automating the process of identifying the clue-words from the 
gaze patterns can lead to building a rich discrimination-net
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Fixations

Saccades


